
WINSTON SMITH CHARACTER ANALYSIS

's Winston Smith Character Analysis. George Orwell's novel followed in the footsteps of his previous works that mocked
the political entities of the day.

Orwell uses Winston's habit of introspection and self-analysis to explore the opposition between external and
internal reality, and between individualism and collective identity. Winston is extremely and deservingly
paranoid, and his overriding belief that the Party will ultimately catch and punish him becomes gospel.
Winston Smith creates thought crimes, he also has anti-Party views. He is not strong, young, heroic, smart,
handsome, or widely known nor does he have a significant job. Without rebelling they are like the walking
dead. He's our protagonist, and we're rooting for him all the way. The past was dead, the future was
unimaginable. For each quote, you can also see the other characters and themes related to it each theme is
indicated by its own dot and icon, like this one:. Author: Cody Owens. All history was a palimpsest, scraped
clean and reinscribed exactly as often as was necessary. Winston represents the struggle between good and bad
forces, and there is no mistaking where the lines are drawn. He is particularly curious as to why The Party is
going through all the pains to ensure that history is rewritten to favor it. Unfortunately, combined with his
penchant for pessimism, these traits are also his downfall. It was almost as in his dream. The brainwashing is a
success. Feeling Stuck on Your Essay? Sign in! Being with Julia brings out even more of the rebel within him,
which is why they're a match made in rebel heaven. He reacts much like any common man would react, and in
the end, he appears to be totally broken and defeated. One of Winston internal characteristics is curiosity, he is
curious about many different things through the whole book. Furthermore, Winston is very loyal- loyal to his
course, that is. Waitâ€”who are we kidding? Ignorance is Strength. Winston is very fond of venting in his
diary and writes rebellious thoughts in his diary often. In addition, he is paranoid. Without these quotes one
would not know much about Winston, or what changes take place in his life. Maybe he should lay off the cigs.
Why not rebel if one thinks their fate will turn out to be death even if they do not rebel?


